Abstract

23
Research investigating neural responses to visual food stimuli has produced inconsistent results. Crucially, high-24 caloric palatable foods have a double-sided nature -they are often craved but are also considered unhealthy -25 which may have contributed to the inconsistency in the literature. Taking this double-sided nature into account 26 in the current study, neural responses to individually tailored palatable and unpalatable high caloric food 27 stimuli were measured, while participants' (females with overweight: n = 23) attentional focus was 28 manipulated to be either hedonic or neutral. Notably, results showed that the level of neural activity was not 29 significantly different for palatable than for unpalatable food stimuli. Instead, independent of food palatability, 30 several brain regions (including regions in the mesocorticolimbic system) responded more strongly when 31 attentional focus was hedonic than when neutral (p < 0.05, cluster-based FWE corrected). Multivariate analyses 32 showed that food palatability could be decoded from multi-voxel patterns of neural activity (p < 0.05, FDR 33 corrected), mostly with a hedonic attentional focus. These findings illustrate that the level of neural activity 34 might not be proportionate to the palatability of foods, but that food palatability can be decoded from multi- this energy imbalance (Hill, Wyatt, & Melanson, 2000) . However, we all live in the same environment, but not 48 everyone is obese. It has therefore been proposed that people who are overweight and obese may be more 49 sensitive to this environment. Indeed, research has found that they show increased high-caloric food-cue 50 reactivity (Boswell & Kober, 2016) . Food-cue reactivity is the appetitive responding, like craving and salivation, 51 to cues predicting food intake (Jansen, 1998; Jansen, Houben, & Roefs, 2015) . In its turn, this food-cue 52 reactivity makes it more difficult to refrain from consuming those foods (Boswell & 
54
Theoretically, food-cue reactivity is thought to be reflected as neural activity in the dopaminergic 55 mesocorticolimbic system (Leigh & Morris, 2018 ; N. D. Volkow, Wang, Tomasi, & Baler, 2013; Nora D. Volkow, these brain regions are involved in processing visual food stimuli is quite inconsistent. A meta-analysis (van der 66 Laan et al., 2011) found that the concurrence of activated clusters in visual food processing (food versus non-67 food) between studies in healthy weight individuals was moderate. Concurrence of activated clusters was 68 shown in the bilateral posterior fusiform gyrus, lateral occipital complex (LOC), the left lateral OFC and the left 69 middle insula. Importantly, food palatability was not taken into account in the studies included in this meta-70 analysis, as the contrast of interest was food versus non-food in most studies. Another meta-analysis showed 71 that the computation of food palatability (i.e. subjective value) was primarily neurally represented in the 72 vmPFC (Clithero & Rangel, 2014 ).
73
It is theorized that neural anticipatory reward is increased in people with overweight ( ). So, the picture of brain food-reward processing in obesity 82 is far from clear. This inconsistent pattern of results became quite apparent in a recent review on this topic 83 (Ziauddeen, Farooqi, & Fletcher, 2012) in which it is stated that both the brain-regions in which effects were 84 observed and the direction of effects varied highly over studies, which led the authors to conclude that "… the 85 pattern emerging from studies comparing obese individuals and binge-eaters with controls is most remarkable 86 for its variability and inconsistency "(p.283). Likewise, a very recent review focusing on the convergence of the 87 role of dopamine between animal and human studies also emphasizes the inconsistency of evidence for the 88 dopaminergic system involvement in the neurocognitive profile of obesity (Janssen et al., 2019) . So, the idea of 89 increased anticipatory neural responding in people with overweight as compared to healthy-weight is not 90 backed up by solid consistent empirical evidence, and more research is needed.
91
Relevant to this discussion is that previous studies often presented visual food stimuli in a so-called 92 passive viewing paradigm ( 
120
An additional concern is that the precise function of the dopaminergic mesocorticolimbic system 121 remains elusive. Many researchers consider the embedded brain areas mainly as a system processing reward focus neutral. In each block, each of 5 stimuli were presented twice (so 10 in total). Block-order was 203 randomized within each of these four runs, and this randomized order was then mirrored within the run, to 204 have each block presented twice in each run (e.g., 1-4-2-6-3-5-5-3-6-2-4-1) for a total of 12 blocks per run. Run-205 order was randomized across participants. The anatomical scan was acquired between functional runs 2 and 3.
206
Prior to each block, an attentional focus cue-word "tasty", "beauty" or "color" was presented for 1 207 second. Blocks lasted 20 seconds and were always followed by a 20 second rest block (fixation cross), resulting to press. The participant's responses were registered using a button box, with a right index finger press for 215 "less" or "fewer" (indicated by red minus sign) and a right middle finger press for "more" (indicate by green 216 plus sign). The participant was asked to compare each presented picture (starting from the 2 nd picture of each 217 block) to the previously presented picture within a block, and to indicate whether the presented food was 218 either more or less palatable (hedonic focus), or contained more or fewer colors (neutral focus) than the 219 previous one. As the neutral stimuli cannot be evaluated on its palatability, we chose for a comparable 220 subjective evaluation and asked if the picture was more or less beautiful (esthetic focus) than the previous one 221 to keep the design balanced. The neural focus condition was the same for the neutral stimuli as for the food 222 stimuli. color and then on shape, leading to 105 pairings per rating-type. We wanted to make sure that our stimulus 241 categories were not (partly) defined by perceptual features, which would be the case if the within-category 242 perceptual similarity was larger than the between-category similarity. We therefore tested whether within-243 category similarity (e.g., palatable food -palatable food) was larger than between-category similarity. (e.g.,
244
palatable food -unpalatable food). Specifically, we compared the average shape and color within-category 245 similarities to the average shape and color between-category similarities using paired-samples t-tests (see 246 Peelen & Caramazza (2012) for a similar approach). E-prime (version 2.0, Psychology Software Tools Inc.,
247
Pittsburg, PA, USA) was used to present the stimuli and record the ratings. 334 335 was used as classification algorithm. The classifier was trained on trial data of 3 runs and was tested on the 336 trials of the remaining run, following a leave-one-run-out cross-validation procedure, resulting in 4 repetitions.
337
We employed a permutation test on subject-level in which condition labels were permuted 1,000 times in the 338 training phase in order to build a distribution of classification accuracies under the null-hypothesis. The true 339 prediction accuracy was subsequently ranked against this distribution to obtain the p-value. were rather dissimilar in terms of color and shape (i.e., all mean scores were ≤ 2.5). For analyses of perceptual 371 differences between the food and neutral categories, see supplementary Table 1 . Importantly, all food stimuli 372 used in the experiment were individualized (and therefore different across participants), which makes it 373 unlikely that these slight visual perceptual differences between within-category and between-category 374 influenced neural response to the different categories of stimuli. presented, neural responding was stronger for a hedonic focus than for a neutral focus (see Table 2 and Figure   397 1b). The neutral > hedonic focus contrast did not result in any significant clusters.
398
To test if the palatable -unpalatable contrast depended on attentional focus, we tested the food type 399 * attentional focus interaction. A significant interaction effect in the left occipital lobe (cluster extent threshold: 400 131 voxels) was observed (see Table 1 and Figure 1a. ).
401
Although the food type * attentional focus interaction was not statistically significant in any of our 402 hypothesized brain areas, we tested the contrast palatable versus unpalatable foods (in both directions) in the 403 hedonic focus and in the neutral focus condition separately whole-brain. These additional analyses were done 404 to give the hypothesis of a palatability-dependent response (i.e., stronger response to palatable than to 405 unpalatable foods) one more chance. Only the unpalatable > palatable food contrast in the hedonic focus 406 condition yielded a significant cluster (cluster extent threshold: 104 voxels), which was in the left occipital lobe 407 (peak MNI coordinates: -12, -90, -8) with a cluster size of 186 voxels (t 22 = 4.84 p = 0.005, data not shown in 408 Figure) . So, in this analysis, no evidence for a palatability-dependent neural response was found either.
409
Because in previous studies neural responses to food cues were often compared to non-food items Table   417 1 and Figure 2 
424
To exclude the possibility that age, BMI and hunger levels affected neural responding in our study, we 425 also entered these as covariates in our fMRI univariate group analyses. No significant contribution of any of 426 these factors were found, and the originally observed effects remained. Table 2 for all relevant 443 cluster information).
444
We then tested whether the decoding accuracies differed significantly between the two attentional 445 foci. After voxel-wise FDR correction, no clusters remained significant. To exploratory inspect the differences 446 between attentional foci, the mean accuracy difference map threshold was set at p < 0.001. Subsequently, 447 mean cluster accuracies of clusters with a significant difference between the attentional foci (hedonic vs 448 neutral) were derived and non-parametrically tested against chance (0.5). To truthfully interpret this 449 comparison map, only clusters where the mean accuracy of hedonic focus was significantly higher than 0.5 450 were reported as results. In seven clusters decoding accuracy was higher in the hedonic than in the neutral 451 focus condition, whereas no clusters produced a higher decoding accuracy in the neutral than in the hedonic 452 focus condition. So, food palatability could be decoded above chance, and this effect was mostly limited to the 453 hedonic focus condition. Please see Figure 4 . and Table 3 . for these significant mean accuracies (plotted as 454 percentages 
473
Importantly, the virtual lack of differences in the level of neural activity elicited by palatable versus 474 unpalatable food stimuli cannot be attributed to limited differences in food palatability, as our food stimuli 475 were individually tailored and the palatability ratings for palatable vs unpalatable foods were highly distinct.
476
Note that many previous studies did not individually tailor food stimuli, and did not include unpalatable food 
497
These differences in neural responding cannot likely be attributed to between-condition differences in task 498 difficulty, because conditions did not differ significantly in response latency, which is an indication of 499 perceptual task difficulty (Schneider et al., 2011). These findings illustrate that a hedonic versus a neutral 500 attentional focus elicits distinct neural responses, while participants are processing exactly the same visual food 501 stimuli, and independent of food palatability. Taken together, the level of activity in these brain regions 502 primarily reflects the motivational saliency of high-caloric foods, which is stronger with a hedonic focus, and 503 the level of neural activity is not proportionate to the palatability of these foods.
504
As univariate analyses are only informative regarding involvement of brain areas, but not regarding 505 representational content (Norman et al., 2006) , we also conducted multivariate analyses. Results from these 506 analyses showed that food palatability could not be decoded from multi-voxel patterns within fROIs derived 507 from the univariate main effect of attentional focus. Interestingly, food palatability could be decoded from 508 several reward-related areas using a whole-brain searchlight approach, specifically with a hedonic focus. This 509 shows that when examining neural patterns, palatable and unpalatable foods can be distinguished above 510 chance, and also points to the importance of taking attentional focus into account. These results largely fit with 511 prior research, which showed that subjective value could be decoded from multi-voxel patterns of neural 512 activity, whereas the level of neural activity was not dependent on food palatability (Chikazoe et al., 2014;  513 Suzuki et al., 2017) . But unlike these studies, we could not decode food palatability in the lateral or medial OFC.
514
The observed average decoding accuracy percentages correspond to those reported in another recent food 515 valuation study using multivariate decoding (Suzuki et al., 2017). Taken together, our findings illustrate the 516 importance of considering attentional focus, because the representational content mostly reflected palatability 517 information when participants applied a hedonic focus during task performance. Note that significant decoding 518 performance does not ultimately prove that a brain region is necessary for the mental process being decoded, 519 as neuroimaging data is inherently correlational (Poldrack, 2011) .
520
Strengths of the current study include (1) that we had tight experimental control over the mental 521 process participants were engaged in while they were being scanned (Poldrack, 2011) , (2) that we included 522 individually tailored highly palatable and highly unpalatable food items, and (3) that we implemented both 523 mass-univariate as well as state-of-the-art multivariate analyses of fMRI data. A limitation is that our study did 524 not include a healthy weight control group, as we were primarily interested in the effect of an applied 525 attentional focus in this more sensitive group of people with overweight. Future research could address 526 whether our findings generalize to men with overweight and to healthy-weight men and women, as well as 527 include an attentional focus on health or caloric density. Of note as well is that we only screened for current 528 treatment for mental disorders, and not for any past eating and/or mental disorders. To optimize the 529 multivariate classification analyses, more blocks of each type could be acquired in the future to be able to train 530 the classifier better (Haynes, 2015) .
531
Conclusions
532
In this study, we observed a significant effect of attentional focus on the level of neural activity elicited by high-533 caloric visual food stimuli in females with overweight. Mass-univariate analyses could hardly distinguish 534 between palatable and unpalatable food stimuli, whereas a remarkable difference was found between a 535 hedonic focus versus a neutral focus when collapsing over food palatability: several brain regions responded 536 more strongly in a hedonic compared to neutral focus when processing exactly the same visual stimuli. As 537 highly palatable and highly unpalatable food stimuli are similarly salient, but differ in reward value, and 538 because a hedonic focus may highlight that saliency, this suggests that neural responses to visual food stimuli 539 may reflect saliency instead of reward value. Interestingly, multivariate analyses showed that neural patterns 540 could distinguish between palatable and unpalatable food stimuli and specifically in a hedonic attentional 541 focus.
542
Previous studies on the neural correlates of the reward value of food are highly inconsistent 543 (Ziauddeen et al., 2012) , and the current study suggests that the lack of a well-controlled fMRI paradigm may 544 have contributed to this inconsistency. Although more research is needed to confirm these findings, the 545 hypothesis that the level of neural activity in response to high-caloric food stimuli is proportionate to the 546 hedonic value of presented food stimuli in people with overweight should be reconsidered. 
